
above: "Pacific Theater of Operations: Bataan and Corregidor"
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cross-stitch panel, 12" x 16".

Jimmie Durham

Rolling Stones and the Art Balls
Next I want to ask for your help again: I want to make a film, and I
want to free some stones.

For the past couple of years in Europe I have been investigating this
dictatorial power of architecture, and the investigations have led to
further research into the concepts which support and weigh upon
stone.

Some materials, innocent in themselves, have been overly scripted-
given roles that are too dense. Iron has that problem; I bet Richard
Serra believes everything he's ever been told about iron. He probably
thinks it's HARD. IRON! STEEL! An art critic in New York wrote
about a new Serra work that "It shows us new things about Cor-ten
steel." In the first place, what the hell is "Cor-ten steel"? In the second
place, what does a New York art critic know about it? In the third
and fourth places why would we want or care anything about "Cor-ten
steel"? Cast iron is very brittle, and it is also subject to quick deterio-
ration by rust. But cast iron mixed with glass, called "Du-iron," is not
subject to rust and not so brittle. There now, I've taught you some-
thing new about cast-iron, gimme some money!
All that heavy, leaden metaphor!
You needn't think of swords or ploughshares; you can think of steel

cable three millimetres thick and three kilometres long, soft and subtle.
Or you could think of magnets. You may not believe this, but the
center of the earth is molten iron. Yet only part of it is liquid! Under
our oceans is an ocean of liquid iron, with currents and tides. In the
middle of that ocean floats a large ball of iron, molten, but solid all
the same, because of the weight of all the other iron.

I spoke about the English coming to Virginia, but 50 years before
that, the Spanish had already come-as missionaries. They taught us
how to make steel, and from that time on Cherokees have been
famous knife-makers. We taught ourselves, though, to find fallen
meteors; for the best pure iron. We used to make star patterns in the
knife-blades, to celebrate that our knives came from the sky. (Steel is
petrified stars.)

(Indians of the Andes called gold "Sun shit.")
Stone suffers from architectural weight, the weight of metaphor, and

the weight of history. (I must make another interruption here, to tell
you a story so absurd you won't believe it, but I swear to you it's true:
In the middle of the Plains of North America, quite close to the geo-
graphic center of that continent, there is a small forested mountain



formation called the Paha Sapa. It is a truly sacred place for all of the
Plains Indians. As our brave new Triumphalist century began, som~-
one made an astounding conjuncture of Art [don't worry, mos~art IS
bad art. Architecture and self-justification: It shows us new things
b . 1]1 't I'Sthe heads of four Indian-killers, carveda out mountains. - .

gigantically into the mountain itself! ~~os:as lar~e as a mo~ntaln,
staring down across the plains and missile Silos. It IS.appropna~ely
named Mount Rush More. (Look it up in the Atlas If you don t
believe me!) .

Last year in Sweden I came across nine pieces of granite that are the
perfect illustration of the problems of stone,; They wer~ i~tended to
be part of Hitler's over-sized "Arch of Peace (see, he dldn t. say .
"or' h"· he was already using "newspeak") in Berlin. Hitler hlm-Hlump , . h d'
self made the original plans and drawings, and Speer polis e It up
and located quarries and carvers in Sweden and Norway. Speer had
commissioned the work on the granite stones that I saw. They ~re
beautifully carved, and absolutely massive, quietly waiting for history.
I want to free them; make them light. . .

There are some similar carved stones, for the same project, In
Norway. The quarry master there will not give them up-wants them
to be a monument to what? How? And some others, from other
Swedish quarries, actually arrived in Berlin, duri~g the war. Those
stones were liberated into new slavery by the SOViets,and ~re now
part of the monstrous Monument to t~~ Soviet Dea~ Soldiers at .
Treptower Park. What's to keep some IdIOt neo-Nazls from re-clalm-

C "ing them at some ruture tlme.

good, an~ kind o.f histo:ical, if you've already given substantial help
before t~IS boo~ ISpublishe~, and our film is already underway? I
mean, I n: certainly not relYing on this book exclusively, only to note
w~a~'s .gol~g on at a certain time in my new life far away from
Virginia. I ve go.t a lot of iron~ in the fire, as cowboys say. Or, you'll
feel really good If you read thiS and sign on as a film director. The
book will itself become slightly outside of time for you.
Why not write me a note right now? Please, Please, Please?

K~tha Po~litt, or Barbara Ehrenreich, or Barbara Kruger or someone,
said that If our century, and Modernism, was the time of the phallus,
(please don't show this to Richard Serra, but I'm suddenly reminded
of another story ..In the early 1980's I lived in New York with my
sweetheart, Mana Thereza Alves. Maria Thereza is Brazilian and the
im~igratio~ department had misplaced her green card, making her
~n illegal a~len. ~ve?, morning at 8 o'clock she had to stand in a long
line at the Immlgratlon office, next to City Hall in Manhattan.
S~metimes it would be late in the afternoon before she got to a desk
With ~ome rude person behind it, only to be treated badly and
questloned suspiciously. Then as she and dozens of other tired
strangers left the building through the back door they were confront-
ed by a monster. A giant piece of Cor-ten steel named "Tilted Arc"
[by Richard Serra]. It seems to be trying to herd up the aliens and
push them back into the labyrinth of frustration. Stupid right-wing
g~vernment 'people also didn't like "Tilted Arc"; they wanted an art
p~ece more like Mt. Rushmore in looks, and petitioned to have the
piece removed, and won. Artists in the city were in an uproar. Maria
Thereza and I were the only artists who supported the removal.) If
Our century is the age of the phallus, of penetrations and thrusts and
rockets and fast cars and skyscrapers, the coming age should be seen
as the age of the gonad. The age of stored information, she said, of
containers and containment.

Sh~ ~ade her observations before the Guggenheim Bilbao was built,
~u~ It ISas though Frank Gehry, the architect, must've listened to her.
sn t that museum the perfect example of her thesis? A large scrotum,

h:avily protecting The Most Important Art Truth, the best genes to
Withhold the future.

Most pleasing, or most useful, might always be "other stuff."
Suppose you build yourself a nice simple little house and you like the
Way it looks. To me, as a stranger passing by it looks like nothing
mUch but your house. If! come back later, though, maybe banal life

The film will not be a documentary, although it will kind of "docu-
ment" itself. It will be a feature-length film (about 90 minutes) of .
high artistic merit, and therefore "commercial" in some sense; even If
not a "summer blockbuster." We'll get one of those barges that have
no engine, and after taking the stones by truck through the forests to
the harbor, load the stones onto the barge and tow them acr~ss ~he
Baltic in the direction of Ruegen Island and Berlin. Then we II Sink
them, barge and all, in the Baltic Sea. (for~ing. a useful artificial. e
deep-water reef to support a variety of manne life.) The s:ones .will b
free-and light, because they will have been transformed Into ligh~
and celluloid. (the film.) But they'll be eternal, too, as carved granite
cannot be, because they will be art, and art is eternal, people say.
So here's the help I need: a film producer and/or hot shot art curator.
A film director and crew. A lot of bucks, to get the producer started,
etc. A barge that will float and sink.

N h ' feelWrite to me care of the publisher, please. ow t en, won t you



and random crazy-ness will have changed it. Maybe you later build a
wood shed. Maybe a tree grows. Maybe your neighbor makes a
garbage dump close by, and he also constructs a wood shed. Your car
breaks down and you just leave it in back, where it begins to rust.
What started as a path made by taking a short cut to the tavern
becomes a road and the guy across the road builds a strange fence and
someone else uses the fence to post some advertisement signs. It
begins to look interesting to me. The uncontrolled complexity has
much meaning, much beauty. No single, dead-end narrative.

Another True Story
Nicholas Fairplay carved a perfect likeness of Leonard Peltier on a
stone section of the front of the Cathedral, and has also carved
American Indian and Mrican heads on other parts of the Cathedral.

Still Another True Story
Nick Fairplay told us that when medieval buildings in England are
destroyed it is often discovered that workers had placed oyster shells
between the stone blocks to level them. The oyster shells have faces
carved on them, or sometimes messages insulting royalty or the boss.A True Story

In 1985 a young British sculptor named Nicholas Fairplay had been
brought to Manhattan Island to carve stone for the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine. The intention for the Cathedral is that upon com-
pletion it would be the World's Largest Cathedral, and we may assume
that at peak production it will have an ever-changing billboard out
front which will read, "Over One Million Souls Saved." St. John's
Cathedral was begun by Andrew Carnegie so that he would have a
fitting place to worship. It is built on top of Morningside Cliff, facing
away from the spectacular view of Harlem in the valley below. Beside
the cliff there is a high fence and a private police force separating
Morningside Heights from Harlem, and a statue of Carl Schurz. Nick
Fairplay didn't understand. He inadvertently fell in with bad compan-
ions - Indians.

A recipe for quick and easy biscuits
Ingredients:

2 cups of flour
1 cup of yogurt
1 teaspoon of bicarbonate of soda

Mix all three ingredients with your hands and form into a ball. Pinch
the ball in half, then pinch those two in half, then pinch those four in
half, then pinch those eight in half; make smaller balls with your hands
each time. You might use a bit of olive oil on your hands. Place the
sixteen biscuits in an iron (Cor-ten steel is the best) pan about 3 cen-
timetres apart from each other, and bake in a pre-heated medium hot
oven for about 20 minutes. Raisins, chopped nuts, aniseeds or bits of
dried chili peppers and hard cheese can be added to the dough.

Document A
On April 15, 1985 Nicholas Fairplay, a British alien claiming to be a
sculptor, attended a secret meeting at an apartment on Amsterdam
Avenue. Also at this meeting were the following people: Maria
Thereza Alves, a Brazilian alien who also claims to be an artist; Flavio
Garciandia, a Cuban alien who also claims to be an artist; and Jimmie
Durham, a Cherokee who is an active member of the terrorist organi-
zation, A.I.M. Fairplay left certain documents at the apartment and
departed at 12:06 a.m.

How to make gravy
Mter you have fried any kind of meat in a skillet, add a little bacon
grease or sunflower oil to the residue that remains in the skillet.
Sprinkle about a half of a cup of flour into this oil and fry it until it is
dark brown, stirring constantly with a fork to keep it separated. Then
add two cups of water slowly, continuing to stir until it looks like
gravy. At the last moment add a pinch of black pepper and a dash of
Worcestershire sauce. To make "cream gravy," do not brown the flour
quite so much, and add milk instead of water. Serve with mashed
potatoes and black-eyed peas, with pork chops, veal or beefsteak, fried
rabbit or squirrel.

Leonard Peltier is an Indian man who is in prison for two life sen-
tences, after having been convicted of killing two FBI agents on the
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 1975.

How to make lye (potassium carbonate) for hominy or soap
Lye is th~ strong caustic chemical used for making soap. In Germany
it was also used for turning cabbage into Sauerkraut, I think. It is not
an acid, but is instead on the opposite end of the Ph scale. It is
obtained by filtering water through wood ash. The best wood to use

Another True Story
Leonard Peltier is innocent.



is White Oak, but Hickory, Ash, Elder or any of the oaks will work.
Use the scrap wood of the tree, and even the leaves and twigs. Burn .
the wood in an open, hot fire so that there is not much charcoal. This
ash, finely powdered, can then be used for cooking; add a bit o~ it to
maize meal for making cornbread or corn mush. Good for rabbit stew

or rabbit roasted in ashes.
For lye, fill a large bucket or barrel in which you've .made some

sieve-like holes in the bottom, with the ashes, and dnp water through
it slowly (a couple or three days). Catch the liquid in another bucket
and transfer it to bottles. Hominy is maize kernels that have been
soaked in lye to soften the shell of the kernel and make the maize
more digestible. Use whole dried maize kernels. "Grits,". or ."hominy

grits," are made by re-drying the hominy kernels an~ grinding ~~em
into a coarse meal. This is then boiled, preferably with the addltlon
of some ground hickory nuts.

The Museum of Contemporary Art in Pori, Finland, invited me to do
something there in 1997. I got a truck-load of rocks the size of fi~ts
or potatoes and put them all over the floor of the museum, eve~ In
the offices, toilets, and the gift shop. I also put these rocks outside the
building, on the sidewalk and into the street. They were not so dense-
ly placed that they made a covering; spaced from ~O cm to 100 cm
apart. I was trying, with these "free" stones to see lfI could free up
the architecture itself, and its agenda for the museum. (Not to fight
or attack-the building is quite beautiful and well-suited to be an art

museum.)

The result was pleasing to me. The building did look as though ~twere
getting ready for motion. And the interior, especial~y the receptlon
desk area and the toilets, could no longer act so senous and separate.
And what I liked the best, the effect was not theatrical. There was
nothing for you to Believe or to pretend to believe. .

On a wall inside there was a large map of the world, With a hand-
drawn "suggested route" for attempting to kick a stone, not to
Chalma, the Center of The World in Mexico, but toward Chalma;
from Finland across Northern Russia to Siberia.

A text explained that Indians in Mexico make pilgrimages to the
sacred tree in Chalma. Those who give up and try to stop and turn
back become stones, so people are encouraged to kick stones along
the way toward the direction of Chalma. Perhaps one of these .stones
is a person, and perhaps that person will live again upon reaching the

sacred tree.
I'm telling you this partly because a function for this book is that it

will act as another "progress report" on what I call my "Eurasia
Project." This is a self-cancelling "project" because it has no goal and
no end. (I might die someday, but that's completely different.) I moved
to Europe four years ago, from Mexico where I'd lived almost eight
years.

It is clearly obvious that Europe is a political entity, not in the least
a geographical entity. That Europe has no geography was already
obvious to me in the Americas, because the Americas are so obviously
the best (that is, the worst) part of Europe. (The most successfUl
elements of those factors of culture called "Europe," the most tri-
umphant, the biggest.) But living here on this continent called
Eurasia, which few seem to know or care is a continent instead of two
or three or four contiguous continents, makes Eurasia and "Europe"
acutely "here" for me, and I therefore feel more free of the "Europe"-
ness. I might now be enabled for the first time to "account for
myself," and there might possibly be someone here-like my friend
Ken Vos who is half Japanese and half Dutch and says he dislikes
those two countries immensely; or my friend Nikita in Yakutsk,
maybe-that I feel responsible to account to.

The other reason I'm telling about my work in Pori is to introduce
the work of a German architect named Thilo Folkerts. His specialty is
landscapes in cities. He has a moveable rock garden that is a mound
of gravel (of mass equaling about four normal human bodies, I
guess). It does not really look like rocks, nor yet sand, but more fluid
than either. Thilo places this mound wherever seems suitable to him
and when he has time shapes and textures it with a rake, after the
fashion of Japanese rock gardens. It can change shape and mood in
minutes.

He has a collection of sand piles and rock piles. But just the photos of
them, as he discovers them on his perambulations through Berlin.
His "favorite sand piles," he calls them. These are often crowded or
"leaning" next to the wall of a building; sometimes, also, on the curb
of a street, spilling onto the sidewalk and into the street. No bound-
aries, no shape, but undeniable, and accidentally charming non-
objects.

I love the work, but I also like that he perceives it as a garden and
not (or not necessarily) art. Oh, I wish I had thought of these gravel
mounds! But I would want to bring the gravel pile specifically into
art, into the "art spaces." If I made a large pile of very clean, and
aesthetically pleasing gravel stones that partially covered the reception
desk and chair, or the catalogues table of a museum, wouldn't that
look good? And the small stones would be inadvertently scattered by



clums feet. One stone might come to rest next to Mario Merz's .
'1 Y , ht go PING! against some giant steel sculpture and lieIg 00, one mlg "
there awaiting its next collaborative move. b'

Having written the word "collaborative," I see t~ere may e a pOSSI-
bility that Thilo would do a collaborative work with me. Or I could

maybe rent one of his gardens. , '
I might at the same time try making some antl- Thll,o ~olkertS. d

Su ose I mixed the gravel with cement and poured It 111to,a ~o~n ,
pa~trally covering the reception desk and table? I could call It Thllos

Petrified Garden." ,"d
D k ow what the American theonst Rosal111dKrauss sal

o you n 'd ' P "
h h 11 d "L"n,t'orme' at the Centre Pompl ou 111 ans.about er s ow ca e I 'j< , ', 'd" dirks by artists 111She said her first criterion for choos111g111IVI ua wo ,

the show was size. She said that large work proved that the artist was

serious, and committed. Yeah, really!

Heriberto Yepez

What About the Mexican Poetry Scene?
When I went to New York to read in the Double Happiness Series,
James Sherry asked me, "What about the Mexican Poetry Scene?" I
thought about my answer a few seconds, bur then I knew there was
no way to respond to that question with a beer in hand and in just a
few minutes. So I simply said to him: "It's really different from the
American poetry scene ... in general, REALLY different" [Is there an
American poetry scene? No]. I have written these notes to have a sec-
ond chance to explain what is happening right now in Mexico in
terms of discourse building and poetry communities.

Peace is over. Life after Octavio Paz
The first thing one has to know to understand the situation of post-
modern literature in Mexico (and in many ways in the whole Latin
American literary circle) is that after Octavio Paz died in 1998 every-
thing changedl. Paz was the center of Mexican poetry for almost half
a century. I don't think there is an equivalent in America, where no
one has become so huge and influential to the point of becoming an
obstacle for newer developments in literary discussions. When Paz
was alive, making poetic discourse without reference to him was
impossible. Here we need to remember, Paz wasn't just a poet but also
an important translator, historian, anthropologist, art critic, strong
polemicist, literary commentator of every genre, philosopher, and TV
intellectual. He was the head of the Mexican "Republic of Letters"
(sic), To have an idea of this position in Mexico and Latin America
please combine figures like Jerome Rothenberg, Allen Ginsberg, E. H.
Grombrich, and William F. Buckley into one: the result of this bizarre
mixture is Octavio Paz.

As the PRf2 did in politics, Paz represented intellectual
monopoly in Mexico for too many decades. But once Paz died his
ideological monopoly started to collapse and is still corroding. His
Vuelta magazine disappeared and was divided into two new journals

1. After paz died in 1998, Jose Luis Martfnez--one of Mexico's foremost respect-
ed critics-ridiculously declared that the years left until the end of the century
were going to be nemontemi days-a prehispanic calendar notion in which the
nemontemi,days are counted as invalid, and whatever happens during them has no
significance, The sense of loss of center and direction in "Mexican Letters" has
been repeatedly commented upon since Paz's death,
2, The "Revolutionary Institutional Parry," which was in power for more than
sevenry years-the most successful political parry in Moderniry anywhere!


